Farm - Profit - Compound - Repeat...

Introduction
Decentralized Finance (DeFi) is a rapidly growing sector that is completely
revolutionizing the traditional and outdated "centralized" financial system, whilst also
offering a significant opportunity for investors. Currently, the opportunities to profit from
DeFi are being monopolized by those "in the know", such as crypto enthusiasts and
institutional investors. We at Weave think that everyone should have access to DeFi,
and especially be able to benefit from some of the very high yields that can be made in
this sector.
We aim to create the most powerful and profitable staking and liquidity pool dApp in the
world, whilst also ensuring that even absolute beginners can easily get involved.
Providing unique features to both experienced yield farmers and absolute beginners
alike will create a symbiosis where both parties benefit each other to create a wholly
unique platform and community. While Weave Pro focuses on more experienced users,
Weave Passive will provide high-yield investment opportunities even to absolute
beginners through a decentralized copy farming mechanism that securely gives users
access to Pro yield farmers and allows them to manage the allocation of funds within
the users’ own private wallet.
Our proprietary strategy builder is essentially a smart contracts builder, meaning that
anyone can now create a smart contract in minutes even with zero coding experience.
These smart contracts can be created and deployed to create yield in any way the user
sees fit, making them unique and giving our users much more control over their funds.

Key features
Weave Pro
As the name suggests, Weave Pro is for experienced yield farmers and offers a range
of benefits over competitor platforms including;
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Build your own smart contracts using out strategy builder
Powerful, easy to use UI
Low fees
Fully customizable auto-compounding features
Up to 50% performance fee profit share from copy farmers
Cross-chain strategies
Community engagement & support
Risk management tools

Weave Passive
For inexperienced users we have a user-friendly copy farming service. Users can easily
perform simple tasks such as single coin staking, and select Pro users that they want to
copy. Key features include;
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Audited Contracts
Risk-rated strategies
Very simple interface - get started in just a few clicks!
Copy successful yield farmers whilst keeping 100% control over your funds
Auto-compounding (set and forget!)
Community support
Education for those wanting to go from absolute beginner to Pro!

All users of the platform will also be rewarded with our native $Weave token. We want
to encourage users of the platform to stake our coin, and we will therefore be offering
incredible incentives for doing so. Learn more about our 5 ways to earn by staking the
$Weave token.

Weave Pro
Your strategy, your money!
We want every Pro Weaver to be able to profit from yield farming in a user-controlled
smart contract environment, and this means giving investors as much control over their
investment as possible. This is why our strategy builder does not create vaults, but
smart contracts instead. Therefore, each strategy you build is represented by a smart
contract that YOU own! No need to worry about rug pulls and being in shared vaults
with thousands of people. It is time to take full control!

Powerful, easy to use UI
DeFi projects often feature difficult UI/UX. Many projects are in alpha or "testing in
production". We aim to provide a UI/UX layer to smooth over the rough edges while
providing more control to the user. We at Weave focus on the most important part first,
YOU! We believe that a dApp does not have to be clunky and complicated to use, but
should in fact be intuitive. With our easy-to-use, yet powerful drag and drop UI, you can
build your strategy exactly how you like it while maintaining full control over every little
detail that is important to you.
Here is an example of our strategy builder dashboard with a unique drag and drop
interface;

Low fees
We have kept fees at a bare minimum to allow the platform to operate efficiently and
ensure yield farmers make the maximum amount of profits. But fees can get even lower!
Staking the $Weave token and using our dApp can significantly reduce your platform
fees!

Cross-chain strategies
We want our Pro users to have access to the best liquidity pools and staking rewards
the crypto space has to offer, and this is why we do not want users to be restricted to
just one chain. We will integrate with as many chains as possible that support smart
contracts, giving users the maximum possible opportunity to find the best yield farming
opportunities. We also aim to integrate truly cross-chain capabilities, meaning that users
could create liquidity for pairs on 2 different chains.

Copy Farming
Proud of your strategy? Why not share it with others while profiting from it too? Find out

how much you can earn from sharing your strategy in the Fees section.

Community Engagement
Do you have even more knowledge to share? Or do you want to stay in touch with your
favourite Weaver? We do not just want to build a platform, we are building a community
around it! Keep other Weavers up to date with your insights regarding the market and
your strategies and create your personal loyal user base.

Weaver Medals
Earn yourself some NFT rewards for being the most successful Pro Weaver in our
ecosystem. We are also proposing additional Weave token rewards for the Pro users
with the highest value of $ copying their strategy.

Risk management
Our goal is to make risks in DeFi as transparent as possible and we will achieve this in
two ways. The first is a community-focused approach, which allows users to rate
different strategies. On the other side, we give users a powerful AI-driven risk overview
of their strategy and the strategies they want to copy to give as much knowledge to the
user as possible to make the right decisions!

Weave Passive
As simple as it gets
New to DeFi? Perhaps even new to the world of cryptocurrency? Never fear. Our aim is
to make Weave accessible to absolute beginners. We will show you how to create a
wallet, connect it to our dApp and then simply select a strategy from our curated and
reviewed pool of strategies to start profiting from DeFi today! We have easy-to-follow
instructional videos on how to do all of this, so just follow along and you will be profiting
from DeFi in no time!

Easy to use UI
We've kept the user interface as intuitive as possible so it's not too overwhelming for
new users to connect their wallets and start profiting from yield farming within minutes.

Education
Feeling like you got enough experience in your first steps? Then you can learn and
improve with the help of our Weave Academy! We at Weave believe that every person
should have the opportunity to become a Pro and we provide the knowledge needed to
get you there. You may want to copy some strategies provided by other users, whilst
also working towards being able to create your own strategies to meet your exact
financial goals.

Support
Support is available 24/7 in our Discord and Telegram groups. If you are stuck and need
assistance, simply visit one of our support channels and ask for help!

Community
Interested in what's happening behind the scenes in the Crypto world? Curious why a
strategy is better than another? Just follow your favourite Weaver and learn from our
great community!

Set & Forget
Using the Weave dApp means you can be assured your money is in audited smart
contracts that you control. This means we never at any point have control over your
money, and we make sure our contracts have been reviewed and don't contain security
risks for user! Once you find the Pro users you want to copy just click to auto-copy their
strategy and everything else is taken care of for you! You can add more funds to
strategies or withdraw at any time.

No Complicated Application Forms Or KYC
When using our dApp, you are not creating an account with us, nor are you sending us
your funds. Our dApp simply allows you to mimic the smart contract that your chosen
Pro yield farmers are using and execute the same strategy with your own smart contract
connected to your wallet. We never touch your funds and have no control over them
whatsoever. For this reason, you are not required to apply for an account with us, and
we will not ask you for KYC.
Here is an example of what the copy farming user interface might look like (all strategies
listed and then a dedicated strategy page);

Weave Token
Our native crypto asset is the $Weave token. $Weave can be earned as bonus rewards
by users of the platform and for staking or providing liquidity for the $Weave token.
Use cases for the $Weave token include;
Governance - staking/LP providers can vote on strategic decisions
Reducing platform fees - a sliding scale of fees based on amount staked
Awarded to users for using the dApp and for staking & LP for the $Weave token
Staking/LP providers receive a share of platform fees
Staking/LP providers receive % of all $Weave token sales
Staking/LP Providers will soon unlock additional platform features & tools
Referral/Affiliate program requires staking or LP to unlock higher earning levels

Tokenomics
The tokenomics for the $Weave token have been designed to achieve 4 things;
- Offer exceptionally high rewards for early community members
- Reduce total supply over time (deflationary)
- Limit circulating supply by releasing coins gradually over many years
- Encourage our community to HODL by offering strong use case and excellent
staking rewards
$Weave tokens are awarded daily (and claimable weekly) for users of the platform
as well as those staking or providing liquidity.
Max total supply : 200,000,000 WEAVE Tokens

Token Allocation
Community (65%)
Community daily rewards pool (Platform users, staking, and liquidity) - 108,000,000

Early Community Offer (Bonus rewards) - 7,000,000
Community bonuses - 5,000,000
Ambassadors, Influencers & Referrals - 10,000,000

Platform (35%)
Team fund - 50,000,000
Treasury - 10,000,000
Seed investors - 5,000,000
Future Hires - 5,000,000

To demonstrate our long-term commitment to the project, the Team Fund will be locked
for a period of up to 2 years from launch and will be unlocked linearly while the Seed
Investors funds will be unlocked after 6 months, to avoid a high supply of coins being
released to the market too quickly. The release plan for the team fund is;
6 months
30%

12 months
30%

24 months
40%

Deflationary Mechanics
Whilst the maximum total supply of $Weave tokens is set at 200,000,000, the token is
also deflationary, meaning that coins will start to be burned from the outset.
Whenever someone buys/sells our $Weave token, a 2.5% fee is applicable. This fee is
distributed in the following ways;
● 1.5% redistribution to Weave staking & liquidity pool
● 0.5% tokens burned forever
● 0.5% to platform

Governance
In order to vote on strategic decisions and help to shape the future of this project, the

following conditions must be met;
Users must have been staking $Weave for at least 14 days prior to the vote
Minimum $500 of $Weave staked or in LP in order to vote.

Staking & LP Rewards
The Community rewards will be calculated daily according to each users share in the
pool and claimable on a weekly basis. These tokens can be auto-staked in order to
benefit from the $$ 5 staking rewards $$ outlined below.
The potential rewards for earning and staking Weave tokens are incredibly high,
as well as having the ability to compound completely on autopilot.

Community Daily Rewards Scheme
The distribution of Weave tokens is predefined for release each year. The total supply
for the Community Daily Rewards Scheme (108m $Weave) is scheduled to be released
evenly over 10 years, meaning 10% of the total pool (10.8m $Weave) will be released
and distributed per year. In practice, this pool will be calculated and released daily (and
claimable weekly), meaning that there is 29,589.04109589041 $Weave being released
and distributed each day. At launch, this will be shared between platform usage rewards
and those in the staking and LP as a 40/60 split respectively. Therefore, 40% of the
29,589.04109589041 each day will be shared as platform rewards, and 60% will be
shared as rewards for those that are staking and providing liquidity. These percentages
may change in favour of platform usage rewards once we have good levels of liquidity.
The distribution of claimable coins awarded for staking & liquidity is based on the % you
have of the overall total value locked in our staking vault. You can also increase your
share in the pool by hitting the milestone bonuses and therefore receive multipliers of
your percentage in the pool. The longer you stake or provide liquidity of the $Weave
token, the higher your multiplier in the pool will be.
For example, if your funds in the staking pool represent 0.1% of the total value locked in
staking and liquidity vault then you will receive 0.1% of the daily distribution of $Weave
per day. If you stake the coins for 52 weeks you qualify for the 5x multiplier and
therefore your share increases to 0.5% of the pool and so on.

5 Ways To Earn!
Whilst staking or providing liquidity for our native $Weave token will be completely
optional, we want to encourage users to stake their coins as this benefits all HODLers
as well as the platform itself.
We are therefore proud to announce our $$ 5 Ways to Earn $$ with Weave token
staking;

1) Daily token rewards (claimable weekly) - Staking & LP providers will receive 60%
of the "Community Daily Rewards Pool". Additionally, within this pool, liquidity
providers will receive a weighting of 4x over those staking. Providing liquidity is
therefore the most powerful way to earn more Weave tokens in the entire
ecosystem.
Lastly, because you can easily set the auto-staking feature using the Weave dApp,
the weekly distribution can be compounded, and therefore grow exponentially over
time.
2) Milestone bonuses are earned at 12 weeks, 26 weeks, 12 months, and 2 years.
The longer you stake your coins the higher your multiplier in the daily rewards pool.
The milestone bonuses increase over time as follows;
12-week bonus - 1.5x multiplier on Staking rewards
26-week bonus - 2.5x multiplier on Staking rewards
52-week bonus - 5x multiplier on Staking rewards
2-year bonus - 10x multiplier on Staking rewards
Our staking smart contracts will automatically apply these bonuses to each tranche
of Weave tokens into staking whenever the funds reach the relevant milestone. For LP
providers, these milestone bonuses are in addition to the 4x multiplier they already
receive!
3) 1.5% sales fee redistribution - Whenever the $Weave token is bought or sold a
2.5% sales fee is applied, the majority of which (1.5%) is added to the total weekly
tokens bonus pool claimable for those who are staking or providing liquidity. This
means that even in bear markets $Weave stakers and LP providers can earn great
rewards as potentially more people sell the token and thereby put more into the
sales fee pool to be distributed back to those still holding.
4) 5% share of platform profits - 5% of platform net profits will be used to buy back
Weave tokens and these will be distributed to stakers & LP providers on a monthly

basis.
5) Capital growth of the Weave token - we have carefully planned the tokenomics to
give a high probability of it increasing in value over time through increased demand,
excellent staking rewards, and the deflationary token burn mechanism. Keep in mind
however that token price appreciation is not guaranteed, and volatility will be a
constant feature of the $Weave token price.

Early Community Staking & LP Bonus Rewards
As an additional incentive for staking and providing liquidity, our early community will
receive enhanced rewards in addition to those already outlined above. We'll be
allocating 3,000,000 $Weave tokens from the Early Community pool and distributing
them as follows;
● 400,000 bonus $Weave liquidity pool only rewards in January 2022
● 2,600,000 million bonus staking and LP rewards throughout all of 2022

Auto-staking
We offer a simple “1-click” staking feature on the platform. This will allow any $Weave
tokens (whether earned as daily rewards or staking/LP bonuses) to be automatically
staked and compounded. Each time your yield is compounded in a new staking smart
contract, the rewards will be eligible for the bonuses outlined above, including milestone
bonuses (although each new reward has it's own milestone timer).

Liquidity Pool Bonus Rewards
Those providing liquidity will benefit from all of the same rewards as staking, and in
some cases will have 4x weighting in the rewards pool.

Fees
We have kept fees at a bare minimum to allow our users to make the maximum returns
possible. Fees can also be decreased for all users (Pro and Passive) based on the total
value locked in our vaults and total amount of $Weave staked, making it ideal for larger
investors.
For Pro users, there is a 0.1% entrance fee, a controller fee of 1% (to cover gas fees
when compounding yield), and a maximum performance fee of 4% of yield. However,
these fees can be reduced down significantly depending on the total amount of $Weave
staked (or in LP) as well as the total value in the dApp (known as Total Value Locked, or
TVL).
Please note that additional network gas fees may also be applicable.
For Weave Passive users there is a 0.1% entrance fee, a controller fee of 1% (to
cover gas fees when compounding yield), and a maximum performance fee of 8% of
yield (shared with the Pro user).
The performance fee can be reduced significantly depending on the total amount of
$Weave staked (or in LP) as well as the total value in the dApp (known as Total Value
Locked, or TVL). This is applicable for both Pro and Passive users!

Reducing Fees Based On Total Value Locked (TVL)
Based on the total value you hold in smart contracts with our dApp, here is the scale for
reducing fees for Pro Users;
Level 1 $5,000 to $24,999 = 0.25% fee reduction
Level 2 $25,000 to $99,999 = 0.5% fee reduction
Level 3 $100,000 to $999,999 = 0.75% fee reduction
Level 4 $1,000,000 to $9,999,999 = 1% fee reduction
Level 5 $10,000,000 to $49,999,999 = 1.25% fee reduction
Level 6 $50,000,000 and above = 1.5% fee reduction

Reducing Fees Based On Total Amount In $Weave Staking & LP
There is absolutely no requirement to hold $Weave tokens in order to use our platform,
however, doing so will enable users to reduce platform fees.
Level 1 $100 to $999 = 0.25% fee reduction
Level 2 $1,000 to $9,999 = 0.5% fee reduction
Level 3 $10,000 to $99,999 = 0.75% fee reduction
Level 4 $100,000 to $999,999 = 1% fee reduction
Level 5 $1,000,000 to $4,999,999 = 1.25% fee reduction
Level 6 $5,000,000 and above = 1.5% fee reduction
NOTE: Users providing liquidity for the $Weave token will receive the total value for the
pair, not just the $Weave value on it's own. For example, if a user has $7,500 of
$Weave and $7,500 of BUSD in our liquidity pool, they would have a total of $15,000
and therefore be eligible for level 3.

Earning Potential For Pro Users
All Pro users that have ANY amount of total value woven from their shared strategies
will automatically receive 30% of performance fees from the passive users copying their
strategies. This percentage can be increased by growing the amount of copied funds.
There are 3 tiers of Pro Copy Trading Rewards;
Tier 1 - $0 to $999,999 = 30% fee share
Tier 2 - $1,000,000 to $9,999,999 = 35% fee share
Tier 3 - $10,000,000-$49,999,999 = 45% fee share
Tier 4 - $50,000,000+ = 50% fee share
This makes the platform ideal for those with a lot of experience, who can demonstrate
their success and build a strong following. It also benefits those with a large following,
who can bring their audience to the platform and quickly move up the tiers.

Referral Program (Coming Soon!)

Claim up to 5% of platform fees (net of gas fees) FOR LIFE as a Weave affiliate by
sharing your customized link. Simply share this unique link with friends, family, or your
social media audience and connect your wallet to the dApp to automatically receive up
to 5% of net fees from your introductions. The tiers for referral rewards are as follows;
Tier 1 1,000 Weave tokens staked/LP - 1%
Tier 2 2,000 Weave tokens Staked/LP - 2%
Tier 3 5,000 Weave tokens Staked/LP - 3%
Tier 4 10,000 Weave tokens Staked/LP - 4%
Tier 5 25,000 Weave tokens Staked/LP - 5%

Sustainability & Good Causes
We are fully committed to making the Weave platform not just carbon neutral, but even
carbon negative. We will therefore be pledging 2% of company gross profits to plant
trees, as well as other carbon-reducing initiatives. Additionally, we will be allocating a
further 2% to other good causes and charities. The receivers of these funds will be
determined each quarter via a vote from $Weave stakers and LP providers.

Conclusion
Weave aims to offer substantial opportunities to experienced yield farmers and absolute
beginners alike. We’re embracing and enhancing the multi-billion dollar staking and
liquidity pool yield farming sector, with a powerful set of DeFi tools and services that will
change the landscape and raise the bar for the entire sector.

Get started at https://weave.financial/
Join the community on Discord Telegram and Twitter
Full link tree - https://linktr.ee/WeaveFinancial

